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User’s quick overview: Which users are addressed by which chapters?
Users, who want to search for and retrieve data from the WASCAL Geoportal:
Chapter 2: The WASCAL Geoportal
Chapter 3: Access to WASCAL data
Users, who want to upload data and metadata in the WASCAL Geoportal on a basic level (in addition to
above)
Chapter 3.1: Registration-Process
Chapter 4.1: Make data ready to share
Chapter 4.2.1: Upload data and metadata
Users, who upload data and metadata and want to enrich metadata content by applying further metadata
management features, such as metadata workflows, metadata versioning or cross-references among metadata
records (in addition to above):
Chapter 4.2.2: Managing metadata
Users, who create user accounts for their user group:
Chapter 3.1: Registration-Process
Chapter 6: Managing user accounts
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Glossary:
For the purposes of this document the following definitions have been adopted:
Data: „Data“ is defined as „a reinterpretable representation of information in a formalized manner,
1
suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing“ represented by distinct units of information
such as facts, numbers, letters, symbols, usually formatted in a specific way, stored in a data base and
suitable for processing by a computer
Data Management: Data Management is the development and execution of architectures, policies,
practices and procedures that properly manage the full data lifecycle needs of an institutional unit
(following data management definition of the international Data Management Association
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_management)
Data Management Plan: Formal document created at the beginning of a research project describing
planned data management workflows (quality assurance, formatting, coding, metadata creation, etc.) in
the life cycle of data from data acquisition, processing, sharing, archiving to deletion
Data Manager: The person(s) responsible for the operational management and processing of the data in
the information system
Data Provider: An individual or an institution which distributes data to other parties
Data Rights Management: The regulation of access to data by consideration of intellectual property rights,
data privacy, and other legal restrictions
Data User: An individual authorized to access and use data
Geodata: Data that contains spatial references with coordinates which can be processed by GIS and
visualized on maps
GIS: Geographic Information System is a software or computer system to analyze and process georeferenced data (geodata) and to display them on maps
ISO: International Organization for Standardization
Layer: Dataset of geographic information in and from a GIS
Metadata: Data giving information on data available and availability enabling the user to assess its fitness
for its own use and purposes
Metadata Element: By the metadata standard predefined unit describing a specific aspect of a resource,
e.g. “abstract”, “name of author”, etc.
Metadata Standard: Standard to increase the semantic interoperability of metadata catalogues
Raw data: Data coming from data loggers or other field instruments or surveys without any further
reviewing in terms of data quality or any other processing
RDF: Resource Description Framework, metadata model according to the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) specifications
Secondary Data: Data collected and provided by someone other than the data user/processor
Standard: Norm or requirement for an item (e.g. service, process, technique, etc.) based on a common
agreement
URL: Uniform Resource Locator, equal to web address
XML: Extensible Markup Language. A format used to encode the metadata ISO 19115 standard in a way,
that it can be transmitted by web-services

1

ISO/IEC 2382-1. Source: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daten. Accessed: 12/2012
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background Information

Within WASCAL a large number of heterogeneous data are collected. These data are mainly coming from:




different initiated research activities within WASCAL (Core Research Program, Graduate School
Program),
the hydrological-meteorological, remote sensing, biodiversity and socio economic observation
networks within WASCAL,
the activities of the WASCAL Competence Center in Ouagadougou, Burkina-Faso.

In order to facilitate the acquisition, provision, integration, management and exchange of these
heterogeneous data resources within a scientific and non-scientific multiuser (distributed) environment the
spatial data infrastructure (SDI) WADI (WASCAL Data Infrastructure) has been build-up.
The WASCAL Data Infrastructure (the WADI) within the Competence Center will serve as a database node
providing scientists and decision makers in West Africa with reliable and well accessible data and data
products related to climate change and adapted land use. Furthermore, the WADI will play a substantial role as
a new and innovative node in the West-African network where research programs, projects and institutions
working on climate change and related topics share data and knowledge. From the data providing scientists
point of view, the WADI aims to support scientists through increased scientific reputation as provider of data
of interest by a higher visibility of the own research results based on a data source citation culture. In addition,
the WADI can be used like a virtual drive on the internet, so a scientist can catalogue her/his data and access it
from anywhere.
There are two main entry points to access the databases in WADI (Fig. 1.1 – next page):
2

The WASCAL Data Discovery Portal (https://icg4wascal.icg.kfa-juelich.de/wascal_searchportal2/index.jsp )
provides WASCAL members as well as the interested public domain with access to WASCAL data, including
sensor data from the Observation Networks.
The WASCAL Geoportal (https://icg4wascal.icg.kfa-juelich.de/geonetwork²): Data provided by the Data
Discovery Portal are stored in the Central Metadata Catalogue. In WADI we use GeoNetwork as a free,
commonly used and open source cataloguing application. It provides metadata (data descriptions) to the
public and gives WASCAL members access to public and internal data, scientific documents, maps, etc.
GeoNetwork provides a comprehensive online editing tool for metadata, which can be used to create and edit
metadata online. It allows the up- and download of data, documents and files of any type. By an integrated
Web Map Viewer data from distributed Web Map Services can be overlaid and visualized interactively to
perform basic geospatial analyses based on WASCAL's geographic data stock.

2

URL is currently in use but may change in future
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Fig. 1.1: Components and functions of the WASCAL data infrastructure WADI.

1.2

WASCAL Data Management Executive Group












Dr. Ralf Kunkel (head of group)
Senior researcher and data management coordinator at Research Center Jülich
52425 Jülich, Germany
Phone: ++49-2461-613262
E-Mail: r.kunkel@fz-juelich.de
Antonio Rogmann
Senior researcher and data manager at Center for Development Research, University of Bonn
Walter-Flex-Str. 3, 53113 Bonn, Germany
Phone: ++49-228-734904
E-Mail: arogmann@uni-bonn.de
Jürgen Sorg
Data manager and computer scientist at Research Center Jülich
52425 Jülich, Germany
Phone: ++49-2461-615535
E-Mail: j.sorg@fz-juelich.de
Huaping Wang
Data manager and computer scientist at Research Center Jülich
52425 Jülich, Germany
Phone: ++49-2461-618055
E-Mail: h.wang@fz-juelich.de
N.N., Data Manager at WASCAL Competence Center
Address:
?
Phone: ?
E-Mail: ?
Edem Pedanou
System Administrator at the Competence Center
Address: WASCAL Competence Center, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
Phone: +226 64435358
E-Mail: pedanou.e@wascal.org
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The WASCAL Geoportal

The WASCAL Geoportal
https://icg4wascal.icg.kfa-juelich.de/geonetwork

3

is used to publish information on data (metadata) and other digital resources generated by projects carried out
at WASCAL. The software used is GeoNetwork Opensource (release 2.10.2) for the catalogue and mapping
interface, and GeoServer (release 2.3.0) for providing interactive maps (as Web-Map-Services – WMS) and
further geo-web-services (see Fig. 1.1).
A detailed documentation of the portal software can be found here: Documentation of GN OS.
The WASCAL Geoportal provides the following main user interfaces: The Homepage in the “Discovery” modus
appears when accessing the WASCAL Geoportal at the beginning of a session (Fig. 2.1 – next page).
Fig. 2.1: ‘Home’ user interface of the WASCAL Geoportal in the Discovery modus

2

3
4

5
1

Details
(1) Search panel to explore the content of the database by performing searches in the metadata
catalogue (metadata = information about data,  3.2: Data Access)
(2) Subpages with additional information can be accessed by the tabs on the top of the central window.
(3) Changing the display modus from “Discovery” to “Visualization”
(4) A keyword cloud (weighted list of keywords in visual design) to perform a search for one of the
present keywords without using the search panel
(5) Below the welcome text, the latest news are posted in the metadata catalogue. A feed can be used to
include the latest news (entries) as live bookmarks in a browser

3

URL is currently in use but may change in future
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Fig. 2.2 shows the map viewer on the right side of the WASCAL Geoportal, which can be displayed by changing
into the “Visualization”mode. The homepage is kept on the left side. The windows with the user interfaces can
be resized with the cursor by clicking on the small arrows on the window frames and shifting them.

Fig. 2.2: Home interface in the Visualization modus

1

2

2

Details
(1) The map viewer
(2) Buttons to open, close or resize the frames of the graphical user interfaces
Fig. 2.3 shows the WASCAL Geoportal with its three main user interfaces. Herewith the user is enabled to
perform a search, get the results, and include the interactive map layers (if provided by a metadata set) into
the map viewer on one screen. How that works is described in the following sections of this user guide.

9

Fig. 2.3: User interface with search panel, result overview list and the map-viewer

4

1
3

2

Details:
(1) Search panel
(2) Search result overview list
(3) Changing the view on the search result overview list (list with titles only, with thumbnails as graphical
preview, …)
(4) Map viewer
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Access to WASCAL data

3.1

Registration-Process

In general, information about data or any other digital resource – the metadata – is visible to all visitors of the
WASCAL Geoportal. In some cases visibility of metadata is restricted to registered users or even the metadata
author (= owner) only, for example if the metadata record is still under construction.
Usually a metadata record is linked to the data it describes. Some data is in the public domain and accessible
to every visitor of the WASCAL Geoportal by download, whereas other data is accessible for specific users only,
for example WASCAL members or project partners. To download restricted data it is necessary to have an
account in the WASCAL Geoportal.
Within the system every user account is assigned to one or several groups. The group structure reflects the
organizational framework of WASCAL. The main group, in which every user working at WASCAL is a member, is
the “WASCAL” group. For example: if a user is working for one or several research groups (e.g. work-packages),
he gets membership to the research groups he belongs to in addition to the “WASCAL” group. This is relevant
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because a data owner, which is a user holding her/his own data in the WASCAL research database, can grant
access to her/his own data to members of specific group(s), if the data is not in public domain. So, small to big
data exchange networks can be established to share data with limited access.
Every account has at least one “profile”. A profile provides the user account with specific rights to do
something within the system. The following profiles and authorizations are possible:


User Administrator Profile
The User Administrator is the administrator of his/her own group with the following privileges:
 Full rights to create new users within own group
 Rights to change users profiles within own group
 Full rights to create/edit/ delete new/old data within own group



Content Reviewer Profile
The content reviewer is the sole person able to give final clearance on the metadata publication on
the Intranet and/or on the Internet:




Rights on reviewing metadata content within own group and authorizing its publication

Editor Profile
The editor works on data and metadata, and has the following privileges:




Full rights to create/edit/delete new/old data, owned by the editor, within own group

Registered User Profile
The Registered User has more access privileges than non-authenticated Guest users:


Right to download protected data

4

A user can simultaneously have different profiles in several groups. The most usual profile for WASCAL
members is that of “Editor”. In some cases it makes sense that the same user holds an “Editor” profile in one
group, and a “Registered User” profile in another. With the combination of group memberships and user
profiles the management of access rights to metadata, data or services in the WASCAL Geoportal is able to
reflect complex data distribution demands in a multi-project environment. The access rights to individual data
or services are called “privileges”. Section 4.2.1.6: Privileges explains in detail how privileges are set.
Based on the rules and regulations as outlined in the WASCAL Data Management Plan, user accounts are
created by the Data Portal Administrator or a “User Administrator” (who manages users only for the group
he/she is member of, usually representing a WASCAL research group) in collaboration with the responsible
bodies, which can be WASCAL Research Data Management Working Groups or the WASCAL Data
Management Council (for further information see WASCAL Data Management Plan).

3.2

How to find and access data

3.2.1

Data search

The WASCAL Geoportal provides means to search for tables, maps, reports, posters, publications and any
other research related digital resource, which in the following we call “data” for reasons of simplification. The
information about available data is organized in a metadata catalogue (metadata = data about data). A
metadata record provides information on different aspects of a digital resource. The metadata record consists
of a range of metadata elements covering aspects such as “author”, “abstract”, “purpose”, “publication
time”, “data quality”, “format”, “restrictions” etc. in a standardized manner. The metadata catalogue entries
4

“Protected” means the data is protected against unauthorized use. With other words: Access to the data is restricted to
whatever reasons (e.g. the data is being used for a publication)
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are linked either to external data sources or to the WASCAL research database, where the data is stored and
can be retrieved from.
There are several possible ways to search the metadata catalogue. They are described in the following
sections.
3.2.1.1

Simple and spatial search

On the top of the search panel the main input field for entering free text is displayed as default by the WASCAL
Geoportal (Fig. 3.1). It provides auto completion with reference to the terms available in the catalogue
covering most of metadata elements. Therefore entering a search term in this input field leads to a relatively
high number of results. For example: if the term “airport” is entered, not only are data thematically dealing
with airport issues found, but so too are metadata containing “Airport avenue” in the contact details of the
metadata author. For a thematic specification it is preferable to use the “Keywords” input field ( 3.2.1.2:
Advanced Search).
There is an option to search for data related to a geographic area by using the interactive map on the search
panel (can be combined with other search parameters). Any search is started by clicking on “Search” in the
search panel. When clicking on “Search” without any search criteria entered, all available metadata records
are listed in the search result overview list (Fig. 2.3).
Fig. 3.1: The default search panel

1

2

4

3

To filter the results different type of search criteria can be used.
(1) Free text can be entered to search the data catalogue. The search will be performed over all
metadata elements available in a metadata record, such as abstract, keywords, contact details to the
author, etc. Several terms entered in this field work as an ‘AND request’, meaning, the metadata-set
must contain all of the search terms to be found
(2) By clicking on the “Select extent” button and drawing a bounding box on the google map the
geographical area of interest can be determined
(3) Selected spatial area of interest marked by the bounding box
(4) Clearing of the selected area of interest. A new bounding box can be drawn now
3.2.1.2

Advanced search options
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With the Advanced Search Options the user is enabled to perform a search based on specific criteria. These
criteria can be combined with a spatial search, a free-text search, etc. It works as an AND filtering. The data
must match to all of the criteria used to be found. By a click on the small arrow beside “Advanced Search
Options” a drop-down menu opens with sub-menus for an accurate search by categories, by time validity and
by spatial data related criteria (e.g. scale).
3.2.1.2.1

Searching by categories

Different categories can be used to filter the search results (Fig. 3.2). It is possible to pick up several keywords,
resource types, projects etc. at once, for example the keywords “water” and “crops” can be added to the
category field “Keyword”. Within the category fields we have an OR relationship among the search terms. That
means, that a search results in a higher amount of metadata listed in the result overview list, because the
metadata must only contain one of the entered search terms.
Fig. 3.2: Advanced Search Options with category selection fields

Search categories:




Keyword: Searching for data by selecting one or several keywords entered in the metadata
Resource type: Searching for data (digital resources) by its type. For instance maps/graphics,
datasets, reports, etc.
Theme: Searching for data by themes

It is either possible to scroll through the alphabetical list displayed when clicking on the small arrow or to enter
free text. Auto-completion supports the user here again.
3.2.1.2.2

Time-related search

Data valid for a determined timeframe can be searched within the “When?” sub-menu of the Advanced Search
Options (Fig. 3.3).
Fig. 3.3: The “When” (time-related) search option
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By clicking on the small arrow beside “When?” the following search options are provided:




Metadata change date: Selecting a range of time in which the metadata has been changed for the last
time
Temporal extent: Selecting the temporal scope of the dataset, e.g. a measuring period
Date type: Selecting “creation date”, “modification date”, “publication date” of the dataset, or none

To clear all this options check “Anytime”.
3.2.1.2.3

Search for geo-spatial data

Spatial data can be searched, in addition to the other search criteria, by its representation type and its scale
(Fig. 3.4). Marking the checkbox next at “Scale” opens a slide bar where the minimum and maximum of the
scale of interest is set.
Fig. 3.4: Geo-spatial data search options and catalogue selection

1

2

 Spatial representation: Tins, vector, grids or tables (with coordinates) can be chosen
 Scale: Provides the option to select a scale range from min (1) to max (2).The range is from 1:1.000 to
1:1.000.000. A map with a small scale provides an overview and a big scale is more detailed
(1) Minimum scale
(2) Maximum scale
3.2.1.2.4

Search for data in external metadata catalogues

The WASCAL Geoportal can be interconnected with other data catalogues sharing the same metadata
exchange web-protocol. Hence it is possible to perform a search on data provided by one or several external
metadata service provider, as far as connected to the WASCAL Geoportal (Fig. 3.4).


Catalogue: Selecting the catalogue which the data is sourced from

3.2.2

Search Results

3.2.2.1

The search results overview list

The output of a search is provided as an overview list (Fig. 3.5).
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Fig. 3.5: The search result overview list (default mode)

1
2

3

4
6

5

Details
(1) Number of results per page with the option to scroll through the pages by clicking on “>>” and “<<”.
(2) Sorting the results by change date, relevance, rating, etc. with the “Sort by” drop down menu
(3) Several display modes are available: A list providing
- only the titles and keywords of the metadata record
- the titles with thumbnails
- the titles together with abstracts, keywords and thumbnails (default mode)
The display modes can be switched at any time
(4) The preview-thumbnails can be enlarged by a click on it
(5) To access the data download and/or map-services being linked to the metadata the buttons
underneath of the metadata should be used ( 3.2.2.2: Access and download)
(6) With a click on the title the detailed metadata view can be opened
Below the advanced search panel, a further hierarchical filtering - based on the results of a search already
performed - by the organizations to which the author of the data is member of as well as the scales (in case of
maps), the data types, keywords and publication dates, is possible.
Fig. 3.6 shows the afore mentioned search terms after a search in the search panel and Fig. 3.7 shows the list
after filtering by an organization and a keyword based on the same search result.
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Fig. 3.6: Hierarchical search without filtering

3.2.2.2

1

Fig. 3.7: Hierarchical search with filtering by an
organization and a keyword

How to access data download and visualization services

2

3

4

(1) The layer is provided as .kml file and can be loaded and viewed in Google Earth by clicking on the
button (if GE is installed on the local computer)
(2) The layer is provided as Web-Map-Service (WMS) and can be added to the map viewer which opens
automatically ( 3.2.3: Using the map viewer). Every WMS layer displayed in the result list can be
added to the same map
(3) Download all data files attached to the metadata record in .zip-format
(4) Download selected files attached to the metadata record
Please note: The appearance of these buttons is determined by the availability of data or geo-web-services
linked to the metadata record. But in case that a download button is not visible, it does not mean that there is
no data stored in the database. For example: If access to data is restricted to WASCAL members, only an
authorized user of the WASCAL Geoportal will get a link to the service invoke or data download button
(provided he/she is logged in).
By clicking on the download symbol the disclaimer opens, which the user has to agree to and which informs
the user on the use restrictions before downloading the files (Fig. 3.8).
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Fig. 3.8: The disclaimer in the download process

3.2.2.3

The detailed metadata view

By clicking on the title of a metadata record listed in the overview list (Fig. 3.5 – (6)) the detailed metadata
view opens. The detailed metadata for a dataset (or any other digital resource like maps, software code,
images, etc.) gives the visitor a more comprehensive information on the digital resource stored in the database
or at any other location (like the author’s local computer or an external database server). This information
helps the user to assess if the content and the format of the digital resource fit to his purposes. Further
information is provided about the creator of the digital resource, the access and use restrictions and how to
retrieve the data. Fig. 3.9 shows metadata in the detailed view.
Fig. 3.9: Upper part of the detailed metadata view
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When pointing with the mouse over the metadata record in the search results overview list (Fig. 3.5) the
“Actions” button appears beside the title. It provides a range of functions by a drop down menu when clicking
on it. In the detailed metadata view the “Actions” button is visible in the header by default (Fig. 3.10).
Fig. 3.10: The “Actions” menu

The “Actions” menu provides the following functions to a user who is NOT logged in:



View: The same action like clicking on the title in the overview list: Opens the detailed metadata view
Zoom to: The area for which the data is valid can be zoomed in on the search map in the search panel
and in the map viewer (see next section)
 Save as XML: A window with the metadata as XML pops up. It shows the metadata in the ISO 19139
encoding standard
 Save as RDF: A window with the metadata in the Resource Description Framework format pops up
 Export (PDF): The detailed metadata is provided as PDF for download. It contains the URLs to the
metadata in the WASCAL Geoportal in addition to the metadata itself (to be used preferably)
 Export (ZIP): The zip file contains an xml file with the metadata (encoded in ISO 19139 standard),
together with the graphics/thumbnails (e.g. map preview) and the data related to the metadata (only
if the user has the access rights). This format is called Metadata Exchange Format (MEF) and was
developed with the WASCAL Geoportal software GeoNetwork Opensource
In the search result overview list ( 3.2.2.1) the metadata records can be selected by checking the check-box
left from the title. If all metadata records in the result overview list are to be selected, the “Select” function
can be used for an easier mass selection. Fig. 3.11 shows this function.
Fig. 3.11: Two metadata records selected

1

2
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Details
(1) Check-Boxes to select a metadata record respectively to indicate selected records
(2) The “Select” drop down menu
The “Select” drop down menu offers the following options
 all: Every metadata record in the result list will be selected, even if the list is covering several pages
 all in page: Only the metadata records listed in the viewable page will be selected
 none: Deselection of previously selected metadata records
A mass selection from the overview list is used to perform management actions with multiple metadata
records in one step. Fig. 3.12 shows the “Other actions” drop down menu in the view of a user which is logged
in with an “Editor” profile ( 3.1: Registration process).
Fig. 3.12: The “Other actions” menu for multiple selected metadata records

Details on selection
 Add layers of selection to the map: If metadata records providing interactive maps are selected, the
maps (layers) all together can be loaded into the map viewer ( following section 3.2.3: Using the
map viewer)
 Update categories: The categories ( 4.2.1.7: Categories) of the selected records can be updated in
one step provided that the user is the owner (editor) of the selected metadata records. Note: The
categories assigned previously will be overwritten by this function!
 Update privileges: The privileges ( 4.2.1.6: Privileges) of the selected records can be updated in one
step provided that the user is the owner (editor) of the selected metadata records. Note: The
privileges assigned previously will be overwritten by this function!
 Delete: The selected metadata records can be deleted, provided that the user is the owner (editor) of
the selected metadata records
3.2.3

Using the map viewer

Some of the metadata records refer to geo-referenced data (geodata), mostly processed by Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) and visualized in maps. Commonly this type of data is available as geospatial files (in
shape or GeoTIFF format for example) in the database. In addition to the option to download the files, it is
possible to view the geodata as map layers within the map viewer which is integrated in the WASCAL
19

Geoportal. This allows for a fast preview of the geospatial file in the browser before the decision to download
the data might be taken. In addition, the combination of several thematic layers in one map in the map viewer
is useful to perform basic spatial analyses without any GIS installed on the local machine.
Technologically, the map viewer is the client of a map server. For explanation: If you install Google Earth (GE)
on your local machine, it will get its maps from a map server hosted by Google. So the GE software on your
machine is the client of the Google map server. A browser can be the client of the map server providing maps
for Google Maps - but also of any other mapping service.
In the WASCAL Geoportal your browser can access so called Web Map Services (WMS) with the Map Viewer.
5
Because a WMS is the most common standard for interactive maps (following Google), there are several
clients available on the market.
As mentioned above, WASCAL hosts his own map server, called WASCAL-GeoServer. Most of GIS software
(e.g. ESRIs ArcGIS) is able to access WMS servers. Thus, every WMS layer provided by the WASCAL map server
is accessible by the ArcGIS desktop as well.
Usually, a WMS consists of one layer. A layer represents one or several objects sharing the same structural
content, e.g. settlements visualized on the map by a point geometry, with the attributes name of
settlement, number of inhabitants. The structure, meaning geometry in the map layer (point) and attributes
(name of settlement, number of inhabitants), is the same for all objects (settlements). But the settlements
have different names and numbers of inhabitants.
3.2.3.1

The user interface of the map viewer

The map viewer consists not only of the map itself but also of the following components (Fig. 3.13):

5

http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms
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Fig. 3.13: The map viewer (right side) together with the overview list of the search results (left side)

1
6
2

3
5
4

Details
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

The map frame with Google Maps as base layer and a WMS-layer (covering Benin)
The layer manager where base layers and overlays (added by the user) are managed
The print manager to “print” the overlays
The legend for all the layers checked for visibility
The feature info providing attributive content for objects selected by a mouse-click (see below)
The map tool bar which provides the following functions:

Zoom out to see the whole globe

Zoom to layer (mark a layer in the layer manager before)

Zoom in (it is possible to use mouse wheel instead)

Zoom out (it is possible to use mouse wheel instead)

Moving within the map (panning)
By clicking on an object (feature) in the map, a pop up window with information related to the
individual feature appears (see (5) in Fig. 3.13)
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Back to the previous view

One view forward
After loading several map layers into the map viewer, the arrangement of the layers can be stored
in a file (WebMapContext - WMC) and downloaded. Afterwards it can be used for further use e.g. as
email attachments etc. The receiver can then …
… upload the web map context (WMC) file and add the prearranged layers to the map

Measure distances and areas on the map.
The scale can be adjusted to within this window on the
bottom of the map.
3.2.3.2

Making own maps with the map viewer

As described in section 3.2.2.2: Access data services, by clicking on “Add to map” the map viewer opens
automatically and visualizes the map layer. In practice, the user can add several map layers from the search
result list and combine them in one map following his thematic interests. Fig. 3.14 shows the layer manager
Fig. 3.14: The layer manager

3

1

2
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Details:
(1) In the “Base layers” folder it is possible to choose the background layer as physical map, street map,
satellite image or hybrid map provided by Google Maps
(2) In the “Overlays” folder the arrangement of the thematic layers in the map is displayed. By checking
the box with the cursor, the layer visibility can be switched on and off. The top layer is displayed in
the foreground on the map. The order can be changed by dragging the layer to another position. With
the slide bar beneath the layer its transparency can be regulated (useful only for layers displaying
areas by polygon geometries)
(3) The layer manager toolbar.
Functions provided by the toolbar:
“Add WMS”: As explained before, Web-Map-Services (WMS) are provided by map servers. By
clicking this button a new window pops up (Fig. 3.15) in which all types of servers supporting the
WMS standard can be accessed by adding their URL (if known). By default some map servers are
listed as pre-selection.
Fig. 3.15: Add WMS window

3

1

2

Details
(1) The map layers provided by a map server can be added to the map by clicking on the small cross next
to the directory symbol and by marking one of the layers in the list (preview of the layer is shown)
and by clicking the …
(2) … “Add” button.
(3) In addition to that, it is possible to add further map servers by entering their server-addresses (if
known). The URL needs always to have this format: http://<serverdomain>/<mapserver>/wms
(example for the GLOWA Volta Geoserver http://131.220.109.2/geoserver/wms). The URL must be
entered in the server address field after checking the “or add by URL” box. With a click on the
“Connect” button below the URL field, the map server appears as a folder, displaying all the available
WMS layers as described in point (1).

Remove layer (mark it before)

Choose layer style (works only if more than one style is apportioned to the WMS)
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After marking a layer in the layer manager and clicking on the info-button, its metadata will be
shown (Fig. 3.16). If the WMS was added from a catalogue entry in the WASCAL Geoportal, the weblink to the metadata is visible on the bottom of the metadata (1). By clicking on “metadata” a new
window pops up, in which the catalogue’s metadata is shown.
Fig. 3.16: Show layer metadata

1

Details
(1) Click on “Metadata” to open the catalogue’s metadata describing the WMS layer in a separate
browser window/tab
3.2.3.3

Printing a map

By clicking on “print” in the layer manager (Fig. 3.13– (3)), the print manager opens (Fig. 3.17).
Fig. 3.17: The print manager in the map viewer (right) and a print extent at a scale of 1:100.000.000 (left)

1

2

3

Details
(1) Configuration of map printing. Layout, resolution, scale and the angle for printing can be set. Enter a
comment or title for your map printing into the “Comment” field. It appears as header on the printed
map
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(2) Print area defined by the scale and the center position of the map in the map-viewer. By moving the
map (pan) the print area can be adjusted.
(3) By clicking on “Generating PDF” the layers are provided as a map in the PDF format (but without the
Google base layers)

4

Share WASCAL Data

4.1

Make data ready to share

Data sharing is more than uploading data on a server. But first of all we need to answer the question: What do
we mean by using the very common term “data”? For this document we define data as follows:
Data is seen as a piece of information created for or used in a scientific framework, stored in different digital
formats, processed with scientific methods provided by computer applications, and visualized through a wide
range of options including tables, documents, maps, software-code, models, presentations, posters, images,
etc.
The main objective of sharing data with third parties is to assist researchers or, in case of non-scientific
stakeholders, support evaluation and decision-making in public affairs. Especially when providing data to the
scientific community following aspects are important:




Information about the data should be compiled in metadata, included in file names, table headers,
etc.
The format of the data to be exchanged should be as interoperable as possible
A statement regarding the quality of data is of utmost importance to generate levels of trust on the
results generated by data processing. In this domain falls the application of data quality assessment
and improvement methods.

Therefore, before uploading the data or any other digital resource into the WASCAL research database by the
WASCAL Geoportal, the following preparations are required:
4.1.1

Selection of data to share

The question which data should be archived and/or shared is answered in the WASCAL Data Management
6
Plan . In principle the data (or any other digital resource) must be assessed as valuable to be shared. This
means that a general interest on the data by third parties should be assumed. In some cases this is obviously
difficult for the scientist who has generated the data to assess the value. In doubt, the decision whether a
data set should be published and shared or not, needs to be discussed with either the scientific
coordinators, the Executive Director, the supervisor of the study to which the data belongs to, or any other
authorized representative.
4.1.2

Gathering information about the data

Even at the very beginning of data creation or data collection it is important to gather information about the
data, because this information needs to be integrated as metadata in the catalogue of the WASCAL Geoportal.
The information may answer questions such as: What is the thematic content of the data? How was it created
and processed? Who has been the author or creator? How can the data be retrieved? Which legal constraints
on the data have to be concerned? Etc.
In section 4.2.1.4: Creating metadata, examples of information elements are listed for consideration.
6

Kunkel, R., Rogmann, A., Sorg, J. (2014) (unpubl.): The WASCAL Data Management Plan (https://icg4wascal.icg.kfajuelich.de/geonetwork/?uuid=f15983ba-dcfb-4ad7-ba55-88961d2613e2)
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It is recommended to create metadata in the WASCAL Geoportal as soon as the data is created or collected.
Creating metadata in the WASCAL Geoportal at the beginning of data creation and collection does not
necessarily mean that the metadata must be published to a broader community of internet users. It makes
sense to have an incomplete draft version of metadata record in the system without publishing it online (resp.
only to a specific group of users, e.g. colleagues in the project). Once the metadata is completed and its quality
has been checked by the data managers, the visibility of the metadata can be extended to more user groups
and it can be published online.
4.1.3

Data Formats

Data storage and data formats highly depend on the types of data within a data stock, which can be very
heterogeneous. Basically, data of interest in WASCAL can be classified as follows:





Structured (quantitative) data:
o Time series data provided by online in-situ or remote sensors, to be stored in relational
databases
o Tabular (statistical) data derived from measurements, surveys or generated by simulations,
to be stored in files or relational databases
Unstructured (qualitative) data such as descriptive documents, audio- and video data, pictures,
stored in files
Georeferenced data stored in files or relational geodatabases
o Vector-based and attributed geodata
o Raster based geodata

Except for unstructured information, all data is being interpreted by computer programs to make it
understandable and is - by its very nature - software dependent. Data are thus endangered by the
obsolescence of the hardware and software environment on which access to data depends. The best option to
warrant interoperability of data between varieties of applications and over the long term is to convert data in
7
8
non-proprietary and standardized open-formats. Nevertheless, archiving of data in proprietary formats can
be required in cases where meaningful content would get lost when storing in open formats, e.g. formulas and
diagrams in MS Excel tables when exporting in comma-separated values (ASCII/CSV) files. In order to save
storage space on the hard-drives of the server, uploaded data may be stored as compressed data file packages
(e.g. .zip, .7z, .rar). Fig. 4.1 shows file formats for data which will be supported by the WADI:
Fig. 4.1: Preferable and acceptable data exchange-formats
Type of data

Preferable formats for exchange and reuse

Acceptable formats

Qualitative data
Textual

Rich text format (rtf),
OpenDocument Text (.odt),
Plain Text (.txt),
eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML)
text according to an appropriate Document
Type Definition (DTD) or schema (.xml)
Portable Document Format (.pdf),
Comma Separated Values (.csv),
Tab-delimited File (.tab),
OpenDocument Spreadsheets (.ods),
Extensible Markup Language (.xml),
SPSS portable format (.por)

Hypertext markup language (.htm),
Widely used office formats
(e.g. MS Word)

Quantitative tabular
data (with or without
column labeling,
variables names and
metadata)
7
8

Microsoft Excel (.xls, .xlsx),
dBase (.dbf),
SPSS (*.sav)
MS Access (.mdb, .accdb)

In many cases open formats are standardized, e.g. by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
E.g. Microsoft Formats: Excel, Word, etc. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proprietary_format) (accessed 01.28.2013))
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NetCDF (.netcdf),
Hierarchical Data Format (.hdf)
Digital image data

Georeferenced vector
data

Georeferenced raster
data

Digital audio data

Digital video data

Bitmap (.bmp)
Joint Photografic Experts Group (.jpg, .jpeg)
Portable Network Grafics (.png)
Tagged Image File (.tif, .tiff)
ESRI shape file (essential - .shp, .shx, .dbf,
optional - .prj, .sbx, .sbn)
Geographic Markup Language (.gml)
CAD data (.dwg)
GeoTIFF (Tagged Image File Format/.tif, .tiff),
NetCDF (.netcdf)
Esri ASCII or binary Grid (.asc, .flt)
Hierarchical Data Format (.hdf)
Free Lossless Audio Codec (FLAC) (.flac)
# MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3 (.mp3)
Waveform Audio Format (WAV) (.wav)
MPEG-4 (.mp4),
motion JPEG 2000 (.mj2)

Scalable Vector Graphics (.svg)
Keyhole Mark-up Language (KML)
CAD data (.dxf)
MapInfo Interchange Format (.mif)

Nowadays most of (commercial) applications provide functions to export the data from their proprietary
format in to standardized open formats. Nevertheless, it has to be mentioned that some proprietary data
formats are de-facto standards due to their wide distribution, like ESRIs shape file format for geo-referenced
vector data. Thus, such formats are accepted as exchange formats.
Due to the extensive data volumes and for reasons of accessibility, time series data from in-situ and remote
sensors will not be stored in simple file based formats but in relational database systems. For data storage in
the database and registration of the sensor metadata, an underlying data model for time series data will be
used, which stores environmental observations along with sufficient metadata to provide traceable heritage
from raw measurements to usable information.
4.1.4

Data Quality Control

The level of data quality, following the common definition of data quality i.e. "The state of completeness,
9
validity, consistency, timeliness and accuracy that makes data appropriate for a specific use" , is highly
dependent on the real world phenomena represented by the data and data products. To carry out data quality
assessments, specialist knowledge on the field of data generation is demanded. Therefore, the


Responsibility for data quality assessments and assurance measures is at the scientists generating or
working on the data.



Data producers will be requested by the data management responsible to describe the data quality
assurance measures and to give an evaluation on the trustworthiness of the data within the Central
Metadata Catalogue.

4.1.5

Data file naming convention

Data file names should reflect file content as best as possible. Therefore all filenames managed by the WADI
will use a consistent naming scheme defined as follows:

9

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_quality (accessed 01.05.2013)
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<Project>_<ScientificDiscipline/MainTopic>_<ThematicContent/Parameter>_<SpatialCoverage>_<TimeFram
e(-TimeStep)>_(<SpatialGeometryType>)_<VersionNo>.<extension>
Within one <element> several items are to be separated by a hyphen (-), while <elements> are to be
separated by an underline (_).Therefore, the data files may have the following names:
WSC_hyd_soil-moisture_bf-dano-watershed_20000101-20061231-h_v1.csv
WSC_soc_household-income_burkina-dano-watershed-diebougou_2013.xls
WSC_clim_precipitation-amount_west-africa_202007-202009_ras.netcdf
The content of the tags are:
<Project>:
<ScientificDiscipline/MainTopic>:

<ThematicContent/Parameter>

<SpatialCoverage>

<TimeFrame(-TimeStep)>

<SpatialGeometryType>

denotes the project the data is attributed to (WASCAL = “WSC”)
abbreviates the discipline and/or main topic the data is
attributed to. Coding examples may be:
adm
= Administrative
hyd
= Hydrology
clim
= Climatology
soc
= Sociology
soil
= Soil sciences
econ
= Economy
agr
= Agriculture
ecol
= Ecology
biol
= Biology
luc
= Land Use/Cover
…
denotes either the thematic content or the parameter, which is
described by the data (e.g. reservoirs, temperature, regionalcapitals, food-security)
denotes the spatial extent of the data. Should start with the
site name by complemented at least with the name of the
country, if not covering a wider area (e.g. = ghana, tamaleghana, dano-watershed-burkinafaso, west-africa)
denotes the temporal extent of the data in yyyymmdd (e.g.
2010, 20000101-20061231-h), and, in case of time series data,
the measuring frequency:
m
=
minutely
h
=
hourly
d
=
daily
w
=
weekly
mth
=
monthly
y
=
yearly
If the time step resolution is not covered that time units, the
following rules apply:
6mth = every six months
2d
= every second day
10min = every 10 minutes
…
specifies the type of spatial geometry in case of geodata.
Coding examples may be:
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<VersionNo>
<extension>

pol
=
Polygon
pnt
=
Point
lin
=
Line
ras
=
Raster
tin
=
Triangulated Irregular Networks
specifies the version of the data set (e.g. v1)
file extension according to the type of data (e.g. csv, xls, 
4.1.3: Data formats).

When uploading data to the WADI, data files may automatically be renamed according to the common file
names scheme using common metadata entries provided by the user/uploader of the data. The possible
content of the individual tags used for file renaming are provided by common vocabularies specified in
reference tables, which can be accessed and downloaded from the WASCAL Geoportal.
4.1.6

Geo-referencing

In order to create maps by overlaying geospatial layers generated from geodata of different sources it is
important that the layers share the same geographic coordinate systems (GCS) and projections. Specific
requirements on the accuracy of spatial localization may demand the use of regional or local coordinate
systems and projections. However, when submitting geospatial layers to the WADI the geodata should be
referenced by the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS 1984). Therefore it might be required to transform the
geodata, e.g. from UTM into WGS 1984, before uploading into the WADI or publishing the geodata as Web
Map Service layers. The layers based on the original GCS can be added to the upload as it deems necessary.

4.2

Archive and share data with the WASCAL Geoportal

4.2.1

Upload data and metadata

In the following sections it is illustrated how to create step by step metadata for data (or any other digital
resource). These “Steps” are integrated in specific chapters, in which the functional background of these steps
is explained.
You can jump directly to the steps by clicking on them in the list below. But as every step is thematically
introduced and supplemented by screenshots it makes sense to go through the complete section when
reading it for the first time.
Step 1:

Sign In

Step 2:

Open the administration panel

Step 3:

Open the metadata template selection

Step 4:

Select and open a metadata template

Step 5:

Enter metadata in the metadata editor

Step 6:

Add a thumbnail

Step 7:

Upload or link an image as thumbnail

Step 8:

Find the recently created metadata for adding categories and setting privileges

Step 9:

Sort own metadata by its change date

Step 10: Invoke the “Privileges” interface to grant access rights to your data and services
Step 11: Set privileges to your data
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Step 12: Invoke the “Categories” interface
Step 13: Set categories to your data for better search results
4.2.1.1

Sign-In

Step 1: On the upper right corner of the WASCAL Geoportal (Fig. 4.2) enter the user name and
password you got from the WASCAL Data Portal administrators or your project
coordinator.
Fig. 4.2: Signing in

The personal administration panel
The personal administration panel is related to your WASCAL Geoportal profile ( 3.1: Registration process).
To create metadata and upload files you need at least the “Editor” profile. With this profile you will get your
personal administration panel as shown in Fig. 4.3.

Step 2: Hover the mouse pointer over your name and the administration panel appears.
Fig. 4.3: The administration panel

Step 3: Click on “New metadata” (Fig. 4.3) to open the metadata template selection interface
(Fig. 4.4).
4.2.1.2

Metadata templates

A metadata template represents a subset of metadata elements (such as title, abstract, purpose, publication
date, author, etc.) tailored to the specific properties of a certain type of data (or any other type of digital
resource). For most of data the template “Template for common data (preferred)” is appropriate. Geospatial
data (either raster or vector) should be described with the “Template for georeferenced …” templates. If
required, specific templates for specific data can be created and selected from the metadata template
selection interface (Fig. 4.4).
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Fig. 4.4: Template selection interface

1

2

3
Step 4: Select and open a metadata template
(1) Select the template by checking the checkbox in the left column
(2) Select the group to which the metadata record will be referenced (only the groups your are member off
are selectable – see below)
(3) Click on “create” on the right corner at the bottom
Note: Template creation will be done by the data managers upon request by the scientists. On the bottom of
the interface your user group is preselected. In case you are member of several groups these are selectable.
The assignment of a metadata record to a group is relevant for the search in the catalogue. If somebody, who
is logged in as member of - at least - your group wants to search for data belonging to your group, (Fig. 4.5) he
can use the “Group” input field in the search interface.
Fig. 4.5: Search interface with selection of a group as search criterion
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4.2.1.3

The metadata editor

The metadata editor is the interface by which metadata is created and included in the catalogue.
To create useful metadata it is essential to gather as much information as possible to describe the dataset in a
way that a potential user is able to assess whether this data meets his own purposes or interests or not (
4.1.2: Information about data). Fig. 4.6 shows the structure of the metadata editor.
Fig. 4.6: The metadata editor

1

2
3

3

4

5

Details
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Metadata element names as provided by the metadata standard ISO 19115
Input fields in a standardized order
Additional information and procedures to support metadata editing (explained below!)
Input field to enter free text
Input field with a drop down menu providing standardized code lists for selection by the editor

By hovering the mouse pointer over a metadata element name a short description is provided in the “Help”
panel on the right side of the Editor (Fig. 4.7).
Figure 4.7: Short description of a metadata element when pointing with the mouse on it

4.2.1.4

Creating metadata

A metadata record usually describes one (or several logically related) digital resources in file formats, like map
layers, reports, statistical data in tables with one or several sheets, pictures, posters, software code, papers,
etc. The metadata record consists of several elements, used to describe specific aspects of the resource.
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Depending on the metadata standard, different elements with specific content types (free text, code lists, etc.)
are provided. In the WASCAL Geoportal the metadata standard ISO 19115 (Metadata for Geospatial
Information) is used.
It is possible to add a metadata element several times to one metadata record, e.g. to include several authors
with own contact details or to assign several thematic or spatial keywords. By clicking on the “+” next to the
element, a new element can be added, edited (Fig. 4.8), or – by clicking on “-” – removed.
Fig. 4.8: Adding or removing a new metadata element of the same type

The structure of the metadata standard ISO 19115 is nested in main-sections/subsections/…/metadata
element.
In the list below the main sections are included and underlined as headers of the metadata elements. To
secure comprehensibility, the subsection levels are not part of the list.
Please be aware: The more information is included in the metadata, the easier to the user to assess the
usefulness of the resource in face of his purposes

Step 5: Enter metadata
If possible, the following metadata elements should be considered when creating a metadata record (titles
marked in red resp. with * = should be filled out in any case if possible):
Identification Info: Basic information about the resource(s) to which the metadata applies
Title*: Below the ‘Identification Info’ field you can give your dataset a name. It is recommended to
include the content, the localization for which the data is valid for, and a temporal reference, e.g.
“Population density in Ghana, 2010”. Use free text to title your dataset here.
Date*: Indicate the exact date of publication or revision of the resource (NOT the metadata). In case the
data has been published by the WASCAL Geoportal for the first time (by registration as metadata) and/or
you don’t know when the dataset was created or revised, you should enter the date on which the
metadata record is created with date type “published”. The type of date can be chosen from a drop
down menu.
Edition: You can enter the version of the resource. This is important if the dataset described in the
metadata is substantially updated.
Presentation Form*: Specify the type of presentation of the resource, i.e. digital, hard copy, table, etc.
Abstract*: Enter a description of the dataset.
Purpose: Enter a short summary of the purposes your dataset was developed for.
Credit: Recognition of those who contributed to the resource, but aren’t listed as Co-Authors. (e.g.
assistants which have supported the data author/creator). Co-Authors should get a separate entry under
‘Contact’ (see below)
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Status*: Specify the status of your dataset – you can choose between the following options: “completed,
historical archive, obsolete, ongoing, planned, required, under development”.
Point of Contact*: Enter all mandatory contact information of the person(s) associated with the data.
Note that some fields are only conditionally mandatory (e.g. Organization Name in case that Individual
Name and Position are not filled out)
Maintenance and update frequency: Specify the frequency with which you expect to make changes and
additions to your dataset after the initial version is completed. If any changes are scheduled you can
select “As Needed” from the drop down list.
Descriptive Keywords*: Enter keywords that describe your resource. Also specify the type of keyword
you are entering, i.e. place, theme, etc. Remember that you can add another keyword field if you need to
add several keywords or different types of keywords. By clicking on the binocular symbol you can select a
keyword from a thesaurus. We have implemented the GEMET - General Multilingual Environmental
Thesaurus from which the thematic keywords can be selected by a keyword picker, and a Region
Thesaurus, from which countries, continents, regions can be included as ‘place’ keywords. To warrant a
homogeneous vocabulary on keyword level, please try to use the thesauri as far as possible (Fig. 4.9)!
Fig. 4.9: Selection of the thesaurus

In the thesaurus keyword picker enter a keyword or a part of a keyword in the field beneath “Available
keywords”, (Fig. 4.10) which describes your data as precisely as possible. Click on the small magnifier
beside the field or hit ENTER. The picker will display all the keywords available which are related to the
entered term. Mark the keyword of your choice and click on the small arrow in the “Selected keywords”
frame to add the keyword to the metadata record or do it by drag and drop. This way several keywords
can be searched and selected.
Fig. 4.10: The keyword picker
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Steps in detail
(1) Enter keyword in input field
(2) Click on the small magnifier beside the input field
(3) The picker will display all the keywords which are related to the entered term. Mark the keyword of
your choice
(4) Click on the small arrow in the “Selected keywords” frame to add the keywords to the metadata
record or do it by drag and drop. By this way several keywords can be searched and selected.
Use Limitation: Limitation affecting the adequate use of the resource, for example “not to be used for
navigation”.
Access Constraints: Enter an access constraint here, such as a “copyright, intellectual property, etc.” to
assure the protection of privacy and intellectual property. Access constraints refer to the right to access
the data.
Use Constraints: Enter a use constraint to assure the protection of privacy and intellectual property.
WASCAL builds the distribution and re-use of data on a license framework. Every user has to accept a
10
Creative Commons license when downloading data. Therefore “License” should be selected in this field.
Other Constraints*: Enter other constraint here to assure the protection of privacy and intellectual
property. Note that this field is only conditionally mandatory if Access and Use constraints are not
entered. In case a license is provided it should be marked here. For example: “This work is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0 International License
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/deed.en_US”. In addition you can enter a statement as
like “Only accessible for WASCAL members”.
Spatial representation type: In case you are going to upload geodata files (shape, GeoTIFF, interactive
map, etc.): Select the method used to spatially represent your data from the drop-down list. The options
are: vector, grid, text table, stereo model, video.
Scale Denominator: Enter the denominator for an equivalent scale of a hard copy of the map, e.g.
1:100.000.
Language*: Select the language used within your dataset.
Topic category: Specify the main ISO thematic category(ies) through which your dataset could be
classified.
Temporal Extent*: Enter the starting and ending date of the validity period (e.g. the time period in which
time series measurements were gathered) If the data is valid for a year (e.g. 2008), enter “2008-01-01” in
the first field (Begin) and “2008-12-31” in the second field (End).
Geographic Bounding Box*: Enter the longitude and latitude or use the cursor to draw a bounding box on
the map for which your data is valid for (Fig. 4.11). Make sure you use decimal degrees for the unit of the
geographic coordinates as they are the basis for the spatial search in the search panel.

10

http://creativecommons.org/
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Fig. 4.11: The Geographic Bounding Box to map the area for which the dataset is valid

Supplemental Information: Enter any other descriptive information about your data that can help the
user to better understand its content (if not yet included in the metadata element Abstract), for example
the codes which are used in the attributes of a table (e.g. “ma-y = maize yield in kg/hectare”), or the
classification schemes which are used to classify map objects (e.g. “FAO soil classification used”).
Distribution Information: Provides Information about the distributor of and options for obtaining the
resource(s)
Distribution Format/Name*: Name of the format by which the resource is distributed. Consider the
‘Suggestions’, where common formats are displayed and pre-selected.
Distributor*: Similar to the Point of Contact in the Identification Info section, the contact details about
the responsible person and/or organization should be included in case the distributor is different e.g. to
the data creator/author/publisher named in the Identification Info section. If data creator/author/… and
distributor is one person, enter the name and the email-address only, because further contact details are
given
Planned available date time: If the resource described in the metadata is not yet available, enter the
estimated availability date
Ordering instructions*: In case the resource is not downloadable by default, you can enter here what a
data requesting person has to do to get access to the data, e.g.: “write email to distributor with details
what is intended to be done with the resource”
Online Resource*: Enter information about online resources of the dataset in this section (Fig. 4.12). This
information should include a link, the link type (protocol) and a description of the resource. Link Types
can be selected from the web-protocol list next to “Suggestions”. To upload a file, select “File for
download” from the web-protocol drop down menu next to “Suggestions”. The file upload interface will
be generated, including a “File Upload” button. After having included a short description into the
“Description” field, e.g. “Shape-file with River Network of Ghana”, click on the upload button and proceed
as usual in other systems.
In this section other online resources can be assigned to the metadata record too (e.g. URLs to other
websites, ftp-server addresses, geo-web-services such as a Web-Map-Service (WMS), etc.)
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Fig. 4.12: The Online Resource metadata section as part of the Distribution Information section
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Steps in detail for uploading a file from the local machine to the WASCAL research database
(1) If not yet available in the template by default, to upload a file, select “File for download” from the
web-protocol list aside from “Suggestions”
(2) The file upload panel will be generated, providing the “File Upload” button
(3) After having included a short description under “Description” (independently from the web-protocol
used) click on the upload button (2) and proceed as usual. Please note: If you have several files to
upload it is recommended to zip them together in one zip-container before uploading.
Reference System Information: Description of the spatial and temporal reference systems used in the
dataset (mandatory in case of a geo-spatial file)
Unique Resource Identifier: Enter information about the spatial reference system for a map or geospatial
layer. The default view contains one element to provide the alphanumeric value identifying the reference
system used. The WASCAL Geoportal uses the EPSG codes which are numeric codes associated with
coordinate system definitions. For instance, “EPSG: 4326” is “Geographic Coordinate System (lat-long)
WGS 84”, or “EPSG: 32611” corresponds with “UTM zone 11 North, WGS 84”. Standard for WASCAL is the
EPSG: 4326 (GCS WGS 84). Click on the binocular symbol aside to “Reference System Information” to
open the dictionary with the EPSG Codes. Fig. 4.13 shows how to use the “Coordinate reference system
selection” user interface
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Fig. 4.13: The Coordinate Reference System picker
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Steps in detail for selecting a coordinate reference system
(1) Click on the binoculars to open the Coordinate Reference System picker
(2) If the map respectively spatial layer is based on a Geographic Coordinate Reference System select
“GeographicCRS”. If you use a projection (e.g. UTM) select “ProjectedCRS” from the drop down
menu (not preferred, as it is not the required standard at WASCAL,  4.1.6: Geo-referencing)
(3) Enter the common term for the reference system or, if known, the EPSG Code. Hit ENTER or click on
the small magnifier
(4) All terms and codes matching your entry are listed in the “Available coordinate systems” window
(5) Mark the required coordinate system and move it by drag and drop or by clicking on the small arrow
on the frame into the “Selected coordinate systems” window
(6) Click on “Add”
Data Quality Information: Provides overall assessment of the quality of a resource, including general
explanation of the production process
Hierarchy level*: Specify the hierarchical level of the data (dataset series, dataset, features, attributes,
etc.) to which a data quality statement can be given under Lineage/Statement.
Lineage statement*: Describe measures applied to assess or improve the quality of the data in terms of
accuracy, timeliness, completeness, etc. In addition, provide a general explanation for the production
processes used for creating the data.
Source: Information about the source used in creating the data described by the metadata. In the
“Related metadata selection” interface, which opens after clicking on the empty field or the binocular,
you can browse the metadata records describing data, which have been used to create the current one
(Fig. 4.14).
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Fig. 4.14: Interface to relate the current metadata record with other ones representing data used to
generate the currently described one
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Steps in detail to select a metadata record representing the data source used to create the data
currently described
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Click in the empty field or on the binocular to open the “Related metadata selection interface”
Enter a search term to find the corresponding metadata and click on the small magnifier
Select the metadata record by checking the checkbox
Click “Create relation” to finish this step.
If several sources have been used and should be related to the actual metadata record, click on the
small “+” beside “Source” and repeat the procedure.

Metadata: Provides information on the metadata itself, e.g. standard and language in use, metadata author,
etc.
Metadata Author*: Provides information about the author of the metadata record, including the
person’s name, organization, position, role and any other contact information available. In case the
metadata author is the same as the data creator/author/publisher included in the Point of Contact in the
Identification Section, the name and the email-address is sufficient.
When done, you may click “Save” in case you want to continue with editing or “Save and Close” to finish the
session (Fig. 4.15).
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Fig. 4.15: The menu bar in the metadata editor

The ISO 19115 metadata standard is defined in a specific ‘schema’- xml file (schema.xsd which specifies the
allowed entries for every element. Moreover, the standard defines which elements are mandatory or optional.
By clicking on “Save and check” (Fig. 4.15) a validation routine is triggered. Fig. 4.16 shows the result: The
errors are marked in the editor (here: a reference date, e.g. publication or creation of the dataset, is
mandatory, but missed out here) and described in the “Validation report”. This procedure helps the editor to
create metadata valid to the metadata standard.
Fig. 4.16: The validation report
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Details
(1) Error Message, that marks the metadata element which contains errors
(2) Validation report, which lists all the errors (marked with red dots) together with specific patch
instructions.
4.2.1.5

Adding a thumbnail

By using the metadata editor a thumbnail of the dataset can be added to the metadata record. In case of a
spatial layer or a map consisting of several layers, a screenshot of the map should be included. The thumbnail
is displayed in the search result list respectively on the home page as latest news (if the metadata was recently
created). If a report or poster is uploaded, it is beneficial to upload e.g. the cover sheet of the report, or the
poster itself.

Step 6: Click on the green cross in “Related resources” and choose “Add thumbnail” (Fig. 4.17)

Fig. 4.17: The “Related resources” panel
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Step 7: Select an image from your local drive and click on “Upload”. Leave “Create small
thumbnail” unchecked (Fig. 4.18). If you want to use an online image, check the “Link an
image with a URL” and enter the corresponding URL.
Fig. 4.18: The thumbnail upload interface

4.2.1.6

Privileges

With access privileges the editor can set access rights to the data. The access rights are given on group basis to
all its members. Privileges are granted to groups after editing the metadata. They can be up-dated at any time
by the owner of the data and the author of the metadata record.

Step 8: To find your recently created metadata click on your Admin interface (hover the mouse
pointer over your log in name) and click on “My metadata” (Fig. 4.19). It shows you all
the metadata you have already created11

11

Only available for “Editor”-profile
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Fig. 4.19: Admin panel with function to list the metadata of the registered user

Step 9: Click on “Sort by” followed by “Change date” in the upper right corner of the metadata
tab in order to see the last metadata records you have created on the top of the
metadata list. (Fig. 4.20).
Fig. 4.20: Sorting the data by change date

Step 10: Hover the mouse pointer over the title of the metadata record. Click on “Actions”, and
then select “Other Actions/Privileges” (Fig. 4.21).
Fig. 4.21: Access the privileges function

Step 11: In the “Set privileges” panel (Fig. 4.22) you grant access rights to specific groups by
checking the corresponding check boxes and clicking on “Save” in the lower left corner
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Fig. 4.22: The “Set privileges” panel

By using this panel you can define access privileges to members of your own or other groups. The following
access rights can be set by a user with an “Editor” profile


Publish =



Download =



Editing =




Notify =
Interactive Map =

the metadata record is published (visible) to the members of the selected
groups
In case that files were uploaded when editing the metadata, by checking
this box it can be specified which group members are allowed to download
this data
members of the selected groups are allowed to edit the metadata
record
a specific group member will get a mail if the dataset was downloaded
members of the selected groups are enabled to visualize a Web-MapService (WMS) in the map viewer if linked to the metadata record

Please note: In order to warrant good quality of metadata, the metadata editor itself is not allowed to
publish his metadata freely accessible online. Therefore the group “All” (which represents internet users not
logged in the WASCAL Geoportal) on top of the privileges panel is deactivated. The Portal administrator
respectively project supervisors can check the metadata and eventually publish them to “All” if demanded.
4.2.1.7

Categories

By using this function the editor can assign different thematic categories to the metadata. The selection of a
data category in the “Advanced Search Options” supports the search for data as well as any other digital
resource by its type in the “Resource Type” input field. Resource types are for example Dissertation, Case
Study, Interactive Map, Dataset, etc. Thematic categories can be selected via the “Theme” drop down list in
the search panel, such as Agriculture and Livestock, Climate, etc. In addition, the data is categorized with
regard to the WASCAL research project to which the data belongs to. All these “categories” are assigned to
the metadata record by the same user interface (Fig. 4.24).
Project assignment, Theme and Resource Type categories can be combined with other search criteria in the
search panel (“Keyword”, “When”, spatial search) to filter the results. Several categories can be selected at
once.
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Step 12: Click on the metadata record, click on “Actions>Other Actions>Categories” (Fig. 4.23).

Fig. 4.23: The Categories function on the “Actions” panel

Step 13: Check the boxes beside the categories which fit to your data/digital resource (Fig. 4.24).
How to select appropriate categories: Fig. 4.24 shows the selection of categories for a resource, which




thematically deals with land cover change (= “Land Cover/Land Use”)
provides a geospatial file for downloading (= "Dataset”)
is linked to an interactive (WMS) map-layer to load in the map-viewer in order to provide a mapbased preview on the geospatial dataset (= “Interactive Maps (WMS)”)
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Fig 4.24: ‘Set categories’- panel with land cover data, provided as geo-data file (dataset) and interactive map
(WMS)
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2

Details
(1) Selectable category: “Theme”
(2) Selectable category: “Resource type”
With setting the categories the creation of a metadata record is completed in the main!!
Below, further functions regarding the creation and management of metadata records are explained. Their
application is optional.
4.2.1.8

Editing and deleting existing metadata

Existing metadata records can be updated or deleted at any time by





the owner of the metadata who holds an “Editor” Profile
Members of his group(s) which also have an Editor Profile in case that the owner of the metadata
record has set the correspondent privilege “Editing” ( 4.2.1.6: Privileges and figure 4.22)
The Content Reviewer, who is the supervisor controlling the metadata quality
The Data Managers in WASCAL’s Data Management Group
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Steps to edit the own metadata:
1) Sign in with your user name and password
2) Hover with the mouse pointer over your user name and select “My metadata” (Fig. 4.25) from your
administration panel
Fig. 4.25: Selecting own metadata

3) Hover with the mouse pointer over the title of the metadata record in the result list which you want
to edit, click on “Actions“ and then on “Edit” (Fig. 4.26)
4) The metadata editor interface opens. Edit the metadata record as usual ( 4.2.1.4: Creating
metadata). If desired, the metadata record can be deleted by clicking on “Delete”.
Fig. 4.26: Opening the metadata editor for an existing metadata record

4.2.1.9

Creating a new metadata record by duplicating an existing one

By using the function “Duplicate”, a metadata record can be copied in order to create a new one. The benefit
is that time can be saved by the editor because he does not have to enter all the basic information again. But
of course the content has to be changed in these metadata elements to distinguish the new data from the old
one. Fig. 4.27 shows the button “Duplicate” in the “Actions>Other Actions” menu which appears when
hovering with the mouse pointer over the metadata record title in the results overview list.
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Fig. 4.27: Duplicating an existing metadata record for creating an new one

After clicking on “Duplicate” a new window pops up (Fig. 4.28). Here the metadata record is assigned to a
group. Only the groups the editor is a member of can be selected.
Fig. 4.28: Selection of the group the new metadata record should belong to

Finally the metadata editor interface appears and the metadata can be edited as usual.
4.2.1.10 Importing metadata
In most cases metadata is created online in the WASCAL Geoportal by a user with an “Editor” profile. But it can
happen that there is no internet connection available when creating metadata (e.g. in the field).
As the WASCAL Geoportal uses the metadata standard ISO 19115, there are offline metadata editing tools
available. They have to be installed on the local computer on which the standardized metadata files have to be
stored before they can be uploaded to the WASCAL Geoportal when the user is able to connect to the internet
(ask the WASCAL Data Managers in case you need such a tool).
GIS software for example, such as ESRI’s ArcGIS, produces metadata, which can be imported to the WASCAL
Geoportal. Import is possible, because ArcGIS is able to store the metadata in ISO 19139 XML format (ISO
19115 xml-encoding is standardized in ISO 19139) which is used by the WASCAL Geoportal metadata catalogue
as well.
We will demonstrate its basic functionality by the example of a metadata file generated in ArcGIS Desktop
10/ArcCatalogue 10. Once the description of the geodata file (here a shape file) is saved in ArcCatalogue, the
export of the metadata into a file can be started by clicking the “Export” button on top of the metadata editor
window (Fig. 4.29).
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Fig. 4.29: The metadata editor of ArcCatalogue with its description, ready to export

Now the “Export Metadata” window opens (Fig. 4.30).
Fig. 4.30: The Export Metadata user interface
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Details
1) The data source from which the metadata will be exported is preselected
2) The “Translator” converts ESRI’s metadata into the ISO 19139 metadata xml encoding standard,
which is importable into the WASCAL Geoportal. “ESRI_ISO2ISO19139.xml” is preselected.
Conversions to other standards are possible. Their configuration files can be uploaded provided that
they are encoded in xml and the translation engine can read it. This approach is used by advanced
users, who need to customize the export configuration due to any reasons
3) By default the metadata xml file gets the same name as the source dataset and is stored in its
directory. You can customize the file-name and storage location by clicking on the small folder icon.
By clicking “OK”, the export starts
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Now the metadata file is created and can be uploaded into the WASCAL Geoportal.
Log in to the WASCAL Geoportal and hover with the mouse pointer over your user name in the top right
corner. Click on “Import metadata” (Fig. 4.31) to open the metadata import interface (Fig. 4.32).
Fig. 4.31: The Admin Panel

Fig. 4.32: The import metadata user interface after having uploaded an ISO 19139 metadata file

Details



Insert Mode = the xml metadata file will be uploaded by checking “File upload”. Alternatively, the
XML code which is in the file can be inserted after checking “Copy/Paste”.
File Type = check “Single file” to upload an xml metadata file. A Metadata Exchange File (MEF
file) is a zip container containing metadata, data and thumbnails. MEF is used to exchange
metadata and data among GeoNetwork Opensource (which is the software used by the WASCAL
Geoportal) nodes. To upload a MEF file “MEF file” must be checked before.
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Metadata = Upload the metadata file from the local computer as usual

 Import actions
o

o

o

12

No action on import = the UUID of the metadata record you are loading is left
unchanged. If a metadata record with the same UUID is already present in the catalogue,
you will receive an error message (default mode!)
Overwrite metadata with same UUID = any existing metadata record in the catalog with
the same UUID as the record you are loading will be replaced with the metadata record
you are loading.
Generate UUID for inserted metadata = create a new UUID for the metadata records
you are loading.

4.2.2

Managing metadata

4.2.2.1

Enabling workflow and status of metadata

The metadata workflow spanning from its creation by a data owner/metadata editor to its publication
addressing the worldwide internet community can be managed step by step in the WASCAL Geoportal.
Therefore metadata records can get a (workflow) status assigned: “draft, approved, retired, submitted,
rejected”.
After finishing the editing of the metadata record the editor hovers with the mouse pointer over the title of
the metadata record and selects “Actions>Other Actions>Enable workflow” (Fig. 4.33).
Fig. 4.33: Enabling workflow of metadata creation

Now the metadata record is marked as “draft” (accordingly, when opening the “Actions” panel by hovering
over the metadata record title with the mouse pointer the message “current status is draft” appears next to
the “Edit” command – after reloading the site). The status “draft” is useful in case that the editor is still
working on the metadata and therefore it should not be visible for other users except the supervisors or
administrators. Administrators or supervisors controlling the quality of new metadata records can see that the
metadata is still “under construction” and does not need to be reviewed. As soon as the metadata is ready to
get approved by the portal administrator or the supervisor (with role “Content Reviewer”, see section 3.1:
Registration-Process), the status should be changed to “submitted” by the editor. The administrators or
supervisors are than automatically notified by email that revision for that metadata record is required. To
submit a metadata record for reviewing the button “Enable workflow” has changed to “Change status” (Fig.
4.34).

12

A Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) is generated for every metadata record in the WASCAL Geoportal automatically.
It is stored in the “File Identifier” metadata element in the “Metadata” section of the metadata record and looks like
this example: “532a601b-4ec6-47cf-a5b6-f8fdc5cc9672”.
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Fig. 4.34: The change status function on the “Action” panel

As shown in Fig. 4.35, by clicking on “Change status” the panel appears and the editor can change the status
from “Draft” to “Submitted”. After reviewing the administrator or the supervisor changes the status to
“Approved” in case that the metadata record is ok, or to “Rejected” or “Retired” if not. The metadata editor
will be automatically informed by email about any status change.
Fig. 4.35: Checkbox for marking status of the metadata record

The options to choose:








Unknown = no information about the status of the metadata record
Draft = the record is under construction or currently in progress
Submitted = the record has been submitted for approval to a content reviewer (supervisor)
Approved = the content reviewer has reviewed and approved the metadata record
Rejected = the content reviewer has reviewed and rejected the metadata record, because the
metadata record quality is not good enough
Retired = the record has been retired
Change Log Message = you can write a message to explain the status of your data. It will be
included in the notification mail addressing the administrator or supervisor.
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4.2.2.2

Parent/child relationships

By using this option the dataset can be duplicated as well. But the new created metadata (child) is linked to its
original ‘parent’. That means, if some changes in the parent metadata are made, the ‘children’ can be updated
with this information by a few clicks, too (see below). E.g. if the metadata editor leaves his institution, and he
therefore updates his contact details, he does it in the parent. By using the “Update Children” function the
changes are updated to all children, and it is not necessary to go through every single metadata file. A useful
side effect of this approach is that when opening the parent metadata all the metadata “children” are listed
with pertain to this user.
To create a child from an existing metadata record, hover with the cursor over the title of the metadata
record. The “Actions” menu appears beside the title. Click on “Actions>Other actions>Create child” (Fig. 4.36).
Fig. 4.36: Creating a child from a parent metadata record

After assigning the child to a group (Fig. 4.37) the metadata editor is displayed, and the editor can update the
metadata record as usual.
Fig. 4.37: Assigning the new child to a group

To update the child with changes made in the parent, the editor interface has to be opened. On the upper
right corner of the metadata editor within the “Related resources” panel the update children function can be
found by clicking on the small green cross and on “Update children” (Fig. 4.38).
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Fig. 4.38: “Update children” in the Related Resources panel of the metadata editor

In the “Update children” window (Fig. 4.39) the specific metadata sections which are supposed to be updated
can be checked. A “Section” is a logical sample of several metadata elements in the ISO 19115 metadata
standard. Note the explanation under “MORE DETAILS” when performing an update.
Fig. 4.39: Checkboxes to update children

4.2.2.3

Linkages

A metadata record can be linked to different types of resources. By clicking on the small green cross in the
“Related resources” panel on the right side of the metadata editor, the following menu appears (Fig. 4.40):
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Fig. 4.40: Related resources panel in the metadata editor

The following linkages are relevant:










4.2.2.3.1

Add thumbnail: Adding a preview or any other image ( 4.2.1.5)
Add online resource: Linking to an online resource by entering an URL or by uploading a file. It is
the same function as provided by the metadata editor in the metadata element section “Transfer
Options/Online resource” ( 4.2.1.4 (1)). Several web-protocols can be used to access an online
resource ( 4.2.2.3.1)
Link to a parent: The metadata record can be linked to another metadata record, which becomes
the parent of this metadata record ( 4.2.2.2)
Link to a dataset: The metadata record can be linked to any other metadata records in the
WASCAL Geoportal. Usually linkages among resources reflect a logical relationship among them.
The character of the relationship can be defined only under the function “Link to other
resources”. Therefore the “Link to other resources” (see below) should be the first choice when
linking resources by its metadata
Link to a source dataset: In case data was created as secondary data by processing raw data, the
newly created metadata record can be linked to the metadata of the source dataset. It is the
same function as provided by the metadata editor in the metadata element section “Data
Quality/Lineage” ( 4.2.1.4)
Link to other resources: In case the data has a logical relationship to other data it makes sense to
map this relationships by references ( 4.2.2.3.2)
Add Online Resource

Every type of resource, which is online accessible can be attached to the metadata record. It can be a file, as
described in  4.2.1.4: Creating metadata and Fig 4.12, or link to a web-page, an ftp-server, etc.
As an example, a Web-Map-Service (WMS) will be linked as an online resource to the metadata record. With
clicking on „Add online resource“ (Fig. 4.40), the correspondent user interface appears (Fig. 4.41). The request
to access a map server and to get information on its WMS layers available must have the following syntax:
http://<hostname or IP of the server>/<name of the map server (web-app)>/wms?request=getCapabilities
The “wms?request=getCapabilities” part of the address is standardized. In Fig. 4.41 the map server of WASCAL
(which uses a map server software called “GeoServer”) is requested.
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Fig. 4.41: A map server is requested for its available layers
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Steps to link a WMS layer to the metadata record
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Check the “Link a URL” checkbox
Add the URL to request a map server with regard to the layers it provides
Select the web-protocol (here OGC Web Map Service)
The available layers are listed, and one or more can be selected and added to the metadata record
Click on “Upload”.

Now the services are linked to the metadata record. As a result the services are listed in the “Related
resources” panel on the right side of the metadata editor (Fig. 4.42).
Fig. 4.42: Several Web-Map-Services have been added to the metadata record and are listed in the “Related
resources” panel of the metadata editor
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Fig. 4.43 shows the added WMS in the metadata view as seen by a user browsing through the catalogue (
3.2.2.2: Data download and visualization).
Fig. 4.43: WMS layers as part of the metadata. Can be loaded into the map viewer with clicking on “Add to
map” and selecting the layers of interest from the drop down menu

4.2.2.3.2

Link to other resources

Usually a metadata record in the WASCAL Geoportal describes one or several data sets of same type and
content. If there is a need to include a reference to another metadata record respectively digital resource, the
“Link to other resources” function can be used. A reason for referencing metadata records could be to link
processed data to its raw data, to link a report or publication to data used within, to reference a simulation to
its model or to establish any other cross reference. With clicking on “Link to other resources” (Fig. 4.40) the
user interface opens (Fig. 4.44).
Fig. 4.44: Link to other resources by defining the type of the relationship
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Details
(1) Select a type of association
(2) Select the rationale of the association (Initiative type)
(3) Enter a search term to find the metadata to reference to
(4) Mark the records you want to link and move them into the “Selected” field by drag and drop or by
clicking on the small arrow on the window frame. Click “Create link” to finish the operation.
4.2.2.4

Giving feedback to the metadata author

With a feedback form, which is part of the detailed metadata view (see section 3.2.2.3), visitors of the WASCAL
Geoportal can send a message to the metadata author. A message can be a question regarding the data, or
any other comment. The feedback form can be opened by clicking on the small envelope on the upper right
corner of the detailed metadata view (Fig. 4.45).
Fig. 4.45: Opening the metadata feedback form
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Under “Function” and “Category” in the “Feedback” section of the form one can preselect the motivation
(question, remark on metadata, data contents, etc.) for the feedback (Fig. 4.46). The receiver of the feedback
is the metadata author, as far as he has included his email-address in the field “Electronic mail address” in the
“Metadata” main section!
By clicking on “Send” the feedback is sent as an email. To close the form click on “Cancel”.

Fig. 4.46: The feedback form
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5

Citing WASCAL data

In case that data stored in the WASCAL Research Databases is used within a publication, the source of the data
has to be cited by including the URL (based on an UUID assigned automatically to a metadata set by the
WASCAL Geoportal) which addresses the metadata in the WASCAL Geoportal. The link can be included as
footnote and/or in the appendix. The link to a metadata can be copied from the detailed metadata (Fig. 5.1).
The link can be used for any other type of referencing, e.g. in an email or web-page, too.
Fig. 5.1: Getting the URL of a metadata record

13

The copied URL to the metadata record has the following syntax:
https://icg4wascal.icg.kfa-juelich.de/geonetwork/apps/search/?uuid=fe1e877f-f65a-4425-b1d8-879f72996112
The citation should follow the scheme below:
<name of the author(s)>(<year of data publication>):<title>. <URL-UUID>
Zoungrana, Evence (2013): Catchments of Vea, Dano and Dassari (West Africa).
https://icg4wascal.icg.kfa-juelich.de/geonetwork/apps/search/?uuid=fe1e877f-f65a-4425-b1d8-879f72996112

6

Managing User Accounts

In section 3.1: Registration-Process user profiles with different functions in the WASCAL Geoportal are listed.
Whereas most of Geoportal users will have accounts with “Editor” profiles, so that metadata and data can be
uploaded to the system by them, some users, in particular members in larger projects with high amount of
participants (and user accounts accordingly), can get the profile “User Administrator”. Because in the WASCAL
Geoportal user groups reflect the organizational structure (e.g. research groups in the Competence Center / in
partner institutions), these groups have more autonomy in managing their users, without the need to contact
the Portal “Administrator” (members of the WASCAL Data Management Group) whenever somebody should
be included in or deleted from the user group of the project. A use case could be the need to give a colleague
from a partner organization a temporary account as “Registered User” in order to grant him access to
restricted project data. Fig. 6.1 shows the role of User Administrators.
Fig. 6.1: General schema of Groups and User Profiles in the WASCAL Geoportal

13

URL is currently in use but may change in future. Accordingly the URL has to be adapted in the citation.
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Obviously the user administrator can create user accounts only for the group(s) he is member of. In the
following it is explained step by step how as user administrator create, modifies or deletes user accounts.

Step 1: Being logged in as user administrator, point with the mouse over your user name on the
top of the WASCAL Geoportal page and click on “Administration” in the administration
panel (Fig. 6.2)
Fig. 6.2: The administration panel of a User Administrator

Now the administration page appears. Relevant is the “Users and groups” section and here the “User
management” menu (Fig. 6.3).

Step 2: Click on “User management” (Fig. 6.3)
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Fig. 6.3: The administration page of a User Administrator

In the “User management” interface all user accounts pertaining to the group(s) of the user administrator are
listed (Fig. 6.4 - with account fakes for illustration purposes).

Fig. 6.4: The user management interface

With a click on “Edit” the personal information of the user is displayed and can be modified by the user
administrator. “Reset Password” and “Delete” are self-explaining.

Step 3: Click on “Add a new user” (Fig. 6.4) and fill out the form (Fig. 6.5) as far as possible (form
fields with * and profiles are mandatory).
Fig. 6.5: The user management form
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In the “Profile” part of the form the user is assigned to the profiles and groups as required by the group policy.
In general it is possible to have different profiles in different groups. Some profiles include others
automatically, for example a Content Reviewer has the same right to create own metadata as an “Editor”. So,
when clicking with the mouse on one group in the Content Reviewer window, the group is marked in the
Editor window as well.
The profiles available in the WASCAL Geoportal are:


Registered User Profile
The Registered User has more access privileges than non-authenticated Guest users:




Right to download protected data

14

Editor Profile
The editor works on data and metadata, and has the following privileges:


14

Full rights to create/edit/delete new/old data, owned by the editor, within own group

“Protected” means the data is protected against unauthorized use. With other words: Access to the data is restricted to
whatever reasons (e.g. the data is being used for a publication)
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Content Reviewer Profile
The content reviewer is the sole person able to give final clearance on the metadata publication on
the Intranet and/or on the Internet:




Rights on reviewing metadata content within own group and authorizing its publication

User Administrator Profile
The User Administrator is the administrator of his/her own group with the following privileges:
 Full rights to create new users within own group
 Rights to change users profiles within own group
 Full rights to create/edit/ delete new/old data within own group

Step 4: Click on “Save”.
Finally the user administrator needs to provide the recently created users with their usernames and passwords
via email or phone.
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